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Abstract graphs that 




























Number of Instances 541,909
Number of Attributes 8
 [ITEM 1, ITEM 2]
9
ASSOCIATION RULE GENERATING 
ALGORITHMS
A priori
BFS - Breadth First Search
SOURCE:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breadth-first_search
Finds sets by the order 
of how the items 
within a dataset 
expand
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DFS - Depth First Search
It finds sets by starting from 
the root within the data set, 
and it goes down all the 
possible set possibilities 






Supp(X) = support of the itemset
Is calculated in respect to the dataset
Is defined as the proportion of the 
transactions (t) in the dataset that 
contain the itemset (X)
Support is a indication of how frequently 
the itemset appears in the dataset.
X = ITEM SET ( DIAPERS, BABY WIPES )
FREQUENCY = ⅕ 
SUPPORT = 0.2





It cannot be implemented into a 






RETROSPOT SILVER WEAR WITH PATTERN
GIRL JUMBO BAG DOLLY GIRL DESIGN
CARD CREAM HEART CARD HOLDER
CHRISTMAS TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS RIBBONS
ITEM SETS SUPPORT PERCENTAGE
1 [ CARD, CHRISTMAS ] O.571429 57%
2 [ GIRL, RETROSPOT ] O.571429 57%
RESULTS
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AML ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA 
ALL ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA 
 [ITEM 1, ITEM 2]
 [GENE EXPRESSION, CANCER GENE EXPRESSION]
GENE EXPRESSION AND CANCER 
CLASSIFICATION
15
FLUORESCENCE VALUE FOR 7000 
DIFFERENT GENES FOR EACH PATIENT
16
THRESHOLD
THE VALUE IT HAS TO REACH OR EXCEED TO 
PRODUCE A REACTION

















“Molecular circuits for associative learning in 
single-celled organisms”
PRESENTED WORK
“Molecular circuits for associative learning in single-celled organisms” 2008
PRESENT MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 
A GENE REGULATORY NETWORK 
WHERE THE OUTPUTS AND INPUTS 






It cannot be implemented into a 
computer program, it’s the blueprint 
of the program.
MLXTEND
apriori(df, support=0.5, colnames=false, len=none)
22
APRIORI DOCUMENTATION
DF - PRESENT DATA IN A DATAFRAME.
USES BOOLEAN VALUES - DATA TYPE THAT HAS 
TWO POSSIBLE VALUES (TRUE OR FALSE).
NO CONSTRAINTS ON THE SET LENGTH - YOUR 





NO CONSTRAINTS ON THE SET LENGTH MEANS 
YOUR SETS CAN BE AS LONG AS YOU PLEASE
[ W, X]   
OR
   
[ W, X, Y, Z]
